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This chapter is about practice, so we start with an example. A group of environ-

mental regulators in the USA responding to ‘‘practice worries’’ (Rein 1983) recently

tried to render their sense of competence. They contrast a zone of (relative) stability

accounting for 20 per cent of problems and opportunities with a zone of uncertainty

that accounts for the remaining 80 per cent. Loosely deWned up-coming problems

(climate change), remainders from established practice (noise, odor, non-point

pollution), new claims (environmental justice), and competing frames (industrial

ecology, natural capital, eco-metrics) together disrupt the stability of conventions

and crowd them to the margins of attention. The tension between the known and

unknown, the conventional and the chaotic, belief and doubt, is recognizable as a

moment in practice, imbued with risk and opportunity. It has generated the unset-

tled eVort to name and, thereby, tame doubt by remaking practice.

We could tell similar stories about the eVorts of transportation and land use

planners in the Netherlands or about public health oYcials in the UK. The actors’

movements in these stories narrate a complex and unstable landscape. They must

continuously try to make sense of changing conditions, to reinterpret the relation-

ship between how they act and what they know, and to gain perspective on the

improvisations they Wnd themselves involved in. Stability is provisional, persistently

marginalized by conXicts and uncertainties that have slipped through the conven-

tions of politics and science.

By speaking of the eVorts of these environmental regulators in terms of ‘‘practice

worries,’’ ‘‘stories,’’ ‘‘doubt,’’ and ‘‘coping’’ we have already begun to speak the

language of policy practice that we develop in this chapter. We root our discussion

in the study of public policy and then turn to three adjacent Welds where the



observation of practice has pushed change. These developments deepen the distinct-

iveness and broaden the relevance of policy practice for policy analysis and the study

of public policy.

1. A Practice Tradition?

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

The initiative of the regulatory practitioners may be less surprising to students of

public policy than to other observers of governance. The activities of ‘‘street-level

bureaucrats’’ and other policy practitioners have long attracted and frustrated the

attention of policy analysts. Practitioners’ eVorts to make policy work evoke and

animate the distinctive moral and technical complexity of their policy domain and

the persistent uncertainty that attends action. They Wx our gaze and elude our

grasp.

Much of the early attention to the eVorts of social workers, lawyers, planners and

urban designers, regulators, teachers, and administrators came through studies of

implementation. Pressman and Wildavsky, for example, proposed to ‘‘begin at the

end’’ and focus ‘‘on that part of a public program following the initial setting of goals,

securing of agreement, and committing of funds’’ (Pressman and Wildavsky 1973).

Their initial account of the EDA’s eVort to promote economic development in

Oakland could not escape the constant intrusions of context and persistent need to

adapt that made ‘‘joint action’’ insuperably complex. The very notion of design failed

along the ‘‘tortured path’’ that Pressman and Wildavsky traced in a narrative of

inversion in which ‘‘great expectations are dashed’’ and the only refuge is

‘‘amaz[ement that] anything works at all.’’

The chaos they found frustrated not only the designs of policy makers, but also

their own eVort to theorize the experience in Oakland. Wildavsky addressed this

tension by revising the original account in four chapters appended to the second and

third editions. Expanding ‘‘the task of evaluation beyond the mere measurement of

outcomes to their causes’’ preserved the priority of analysis as that which ‘‘provides

the intelligence to make sense out of what is happening’’ (1973, xv).1 The terms of the

new account—evolution, learning, and exploration—suggest a diVerent view. They

render implementation as a context-rich domain in which action implies adaptation

and learning in an encounter with the unknown. In this domain ‘‘baseline goals are

often resculpted at the very scene of implementation,’’ the implementer becomes ‘‘a

source of new information,’’ and ‘‘a case can be made for the reconceptualization of

1 Pressman and Wildavsky treat implementation and evaluation as ‘‘two sides of the same coin,
implementation providing the experience that evaluation interrogates and evaluation providing the
experience to make sense of what is happening’’ (1973, xv).
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implementation as an exploratory rather than an unquestioning, instrumental, and

even subservient type of process’’ (1973, 256).

Lipsky was more direct (Lipsky 1980). He argued that ‘‘the decisions of street-level

bureaucrats, the routines they establish, and the devices they invent to cope with

uncertainties and work pressures, eVectively become the public policies they carry

out’’ and that ‘‘public policy is not best understood as made in legislatures or top-

Xoor suites of high-ranking administrators, because in important ways it is actually

made in the crowded oYces and daily encounters of street-level workers’’ (Lipsky

1980, xii; author’s emphasis). He discarded the evaluative focus and tried to grasp

why ‘‘organizations often perform contrary to their own rules and goals’’ by looking

at ‘‘how the rules are experienced by workers in the organization and to what other

pressures they are subject’’ (Lipsky 1980, xi).

Marris and Rein (1967) describe policy shaped by practitioners struggling to cope

with moral dilemmas raised by their eVorts to act on policy goals. Schön’s reXective

practitioners manage the relationship with the unknown by learning to value surprise

as a source of insight and spark for development (Schön 1983). Stone describes policy

in the interplay between ‘‘paradox’’ and ‘‘reason’’ (Stone 1997). Understanding

practice demands acceptance of such tensions in order to Wnd the intelligence at

work in action.

The unity of practice in the face of these persistent tensions is derived from its

character as ‘‘a way of acting and thinking at once’’ (Flyvbjerg 2001). One frequently

used metaphor is the judgement the expert practitioner displays in coping with a

Xuid and complex world (Schön 1983; Roe 1998). Another is the limited capacity of

actors to manage their own competence, which ‘‘naturalizes its own arbitrariness’’

and eludes reXection ‘‘like a Wsh in water’’ (Bourdieu 1977). Some accounts empha-

size the ‘‘critical capacity’’ of ‘‘people who are doing things together . . . who have to

coordinate their actions, realize that something is going wrong; that they cannot

get along any more; that something has to change’’ (Boltanski and Thévenot 1999),

and other practitioners’ ability for ‘‘moral improvisation,’’ ‘‘learning about value,’’

and ‘‘knowing the rules’’ (Forester 1999; Wagenaar 2004).

Wenger (1998) emphasizes the social character of human enterprise. It is inter-

action (as opposed to individual reXection) that generates learning: ‘‘As we deWne

these enterprises and engage in their pursuit together, we interact with each other

and with the world and we tune our relations with each other and with the world

accordingly. In other words, we learn’’ (Wenger 1998). This ‘‘collective learning’’

draws together ‘‘the pursuit of our enterprises’’ with their ‘‘attendant social relations’’

(ibid.). Thus practices are deWned and developed socially and should be understood

as ‘‘the property of a kind of community created over time by the sustained pursuit of

a shared enterprise’’ (Wenger 1998). It is this collective construction that ‘‘make[s]

the job possible by inventing and maintaining ways of squaring institutional de-

mands with the shifting reality of actual situations’’ (1998, 46).

Doing—the central thread of practice—is never ‘‘not just doing in and of itself,’’ in

Wenger’s account but is always ‘‘doing in a historical and social context that gives

structure and meaning to what we do’’ (1998, 47). These relationships, among actors
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and between doing and its context, ‘‘include . . . both the explicit and the tacit.’’ They

include ‘‘what is said and what is left unsaid; what is represented and what is

assumed. [They include] the language, tools, documents, images, symbols, well-

deWned roles, speciWed criteria, codiWed procedures, regulations, and contracts that

various practices make explicit for a variety of purposes . . . [and also] all the implicit

relations, tacit conventions, subtle cues, untold rules of thumb, recognizable intu-

itions, speciWc perception, well-tuned sensitivities, embodied understandings,

underlying assumptions, and shared world views’’ (Wenger 1998).

This notion of practice as a site of joint action and learning constituted around

shared problems and a competence that resists reXection, provides the starting

point for study. In the sections that follow we trace developments in three adjacent

Welds that account for (1) the Xuid organizational arrangements, (2) the situated

character of knowledge and variety of forms it takes, and (3) the democratic, even

constitutional signiWcance of the interactions among policy practitioners, citizens,

private managers, and elected representatives that play out in the domain of

practice.

2. Organizations and Institutions

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

In Lipsky’s account of policy practice, one of the primary activities of street-level

bureaucrats was to manage their relationship with organizational hierarchy. Because

the organizations he studied were dependent on the judgement, creativity, and

initiative of front-line practitioners to reconcile the categories and demands of policy

with the resource limits, competing imperatives, and unruly cases that characterize

the work environment in a public bureaucracy, the authority of hierarchy was

incomplete and relationships were dynamic. The boundaries within which authority

and control were negotiated were relatively stable, however. The implementation of

policy in practice took place in the context of the stable container of the public

bureaucracy and its relationship to its clients.

The stability of these relationships can no longer be assumed. The site and scope of

policy practice has become part of what has to be explained and this lends new

signiWcance to the concept of policy practice (Hajer and Wagenaar 2003). The Xuid

interorganizational or ‘‘cross-boundary’’ character of policy making has attracted

attention at least since Heclo (1978) described the ‘‘loose-jointed play of inXuence . . .

in political administration’’ and highlighted the ‘‘webs of inXuence [that] provoke

and guide the exercise of power’’ (Heclo 1978). Attention to the role of actors from

outside the formal state apparatus in policy work and to the open and Xuid patterns

of association that often characterize their participation is a persistent concern in the

study of public policy today.
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‘‘Network’’ is the conceptual device used to capture the horizontal—as opposed to

vertical-linkages that increasingly tie participants together in subsystems and policy

communities (Rhodes 1997). No single actor, public or private, can have all the

knowledge and information needed; no actor has suYcient overview to make the

application of instruments eVective; and no single actor has suYcient action poten-

tial to dominate a particular governing model. In this context governing and

governance are interpreted in practice-compatible terms as dynamic, complex, and

diverse. Society is not managed or controlled by a central intelligence; rather,

controlling devices are dispersed and intelligence is distributed among a multiplicity

of action units (Marin and Mayntz 1991).

Similar developments have attracted attention in eVorts to explain economic

behavior. The study of production practices regularly turns up patterns of association

and collaboration that do not Wt easily in the established organizational categories of

hierarchy—embodied in the organizational structures of the Wrm—and market.

Production in ‘‘craft industries’’ like construction, publishing, and Wlm making, in

successful regional economies, and even in core industries like automobile manu-

facturing seemed to many analysts, to operate on logic of production in which the

key feature was coordination across organizational boundaries in ‘‘extensive collab-

orative subcontracting agreements’’ (Powell 1990).

In light of this accumulating evidence, it became more and more diYcult to

sustain the belief that ‘‘the bulk of economic exchange Wts comfortably at either of

the poles of the market–hierarchy continuum’’ or that the patterns of behavior

observed in these cases could be explained as some hybrid of them (Powell 1990).

The network metaphor provided a way to make sense of the observed patterns of

mutual reliance across organizational boundaries in which economic exchange

‘‘entail[s] indeWnite, sequential transactions within the context of a general pattern

of interaction’’ (Powell 1990, 301). Networks provided a way to sustain (and explain)

cooperation in settings where expectations were not stable, where the environment

might Xuctuate suddenly, where ‘‘know how’’ is important, and where adaptation to

the changing demands of the market is a central attribute of success. Several

characteristics diVerentiated networks from markets and organizational hierarchies:

. ‘‘Cooperation can be sustained over the long run as an eVective arrangement;’’

. ‘‘networks create incentives for learning and the dissemination of information,

thus allowing ideas to be translated into action quickly;’’
. ‘‘the open-ended quality of networks is most useful when resources are

variable and the environment is uncertain;’’
. ‘‘networks oVer a highly feasible means of utilizing and enhancing such

intangible assets as tacit knowledge and technological innovation’’ (Powell

1990, 322).

The ‘‘dominant’’ account of networks, in policy as well as economic behavior,

focuses on ‘‘the way in which the network resolves certain problems of cooperative

behavior among purposive rational actors seeking to maximize their individual
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economic well-being’’ (Piore 1992). This account provides valuable insights where

sustained coordination of action is the central challenge and means–ends relation-

ships are relatively stable, understood, and suYcient. Axelrod and Ostrom were

among the Wrst to clarify the implications of such patterns of cooperation for public

policy (Axelrod 1984; Ostrom 1990). Over the last ten years the idea of organization

by cooperation impacted on the policy literature at the cost of straightforward

‘‘command-and-control’’ and pure market-based mechanisms. Key in these new

approaches is the realization that eVective policy making nowadays requires cooper-

ation across organizational boundaries (Rhodes 1997; Pierre and Peters 2000).

Cooperation across such boundaries involves interactions among actors from

widely diVering backgrounds, with markedly distinct value preferences. This extends

the challenge of cooperation to include questions about how a shared base for

exchange can be created and maintained. If formal organizations achieve cooperation

through standard procedures and ‘‘rationalized myths’’ (Meyer and Rowan 1977)

then how can policy makers provide the mutual conWdence, stability, and function-

ality of interorganizational cooperative arrangements?

Expectations of reciprocity suddenly seem thin in the face of conXicts rooted in

distinct histories and organizational identities that must continually be adapted to one

another and to a volatile environment. They appear even thinner in circumstances of

deep value diVerence, such as in multicultural settings, where policy making becomes

a form of ‘‘joint governance’’ that must ‘‘recogniz[e] that some persons will belong to

more than one political community, and will bear rights and obligations that derive

from more than one source of legal authority’’ (Shachar 2001). Here networks raise the

possibility that governance can be based in the development of situated organizational

logics, shared experience, and joint deliberation in between the ‘‘standing’’ organiza-

tions. In the face of potentially incommensurable values and latent conXicts of

interest, the search is for a ‘‘repertoire of techniques of accommodation’’ that allow

for joint problem solving. This helps explains the renewed interest for speciWc ‘‘on-

site’’ techniques for governing, be it the literature on negotiation, conXict resolution,

or consensus building (Susskind et al. 1999). Each provides an account of how actors

negotiate diVerence, cope with uncertainty, and otherwise make sense of the world as

they act, that responds to the demands and logic of practice in a network.

Such discussions of networks deepen the account of cooperation and contribute to

the burgeoning literature on trust (Misztal 1996; Warren 1999) that now seems

essential to explain public policy making. Trust, in these accounts, is not embedded

in constitutional rules of organizations, but must be won continuously in concrete

policy making processes. Policy practitioners become institutional theorists who not

only have to master the content of their Weld of action, but also have to be experts in

process: able to develop, maintain, and operate the complex policy networks that are

an indispensable part of their operational work.

Sabel ties cooperation to learning to provide a clear account of how repeated

interaction in networks unites interpretative activity and eVorts to further ends. The

driving force in the ‘‘principles of decentralized coordination’’ that operate in the
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Wrm (understood as ‘‘a federation of work groups, a team of collaborators, or a policy

community’’), is a ‘‘joint exploration of collaborative possibilities’’ that is tied to

joint evaluation of experience in a system that Sabel calls ‘‘learning by monitoring’’

(Sabel 1994). The ability of actors to initiate and sustain instrumental cooperation is

tied to their commitment to Wgure out jointly how to make sense of changing

experience and take advantage of the opportunities it provides. In the Xuid world

of decentralized production:

the rules of unbalanced growth transform . . . a chain of exchanges . . . into a continuous

discussion of joint possibilities and goals, where the parties’ historical relation deWnes their

mutual expectations. Just as in a discussion, the parties suppose their understanding of their

situation is limited. Therefore they jointly specify what they believe they understand so as to

expose and begin exploring the limits of that understanding. Just as in a discussion, they must

accept the possibility that their views of themselves, of the work, and the interests arising from

both their identities, in short will be changed unexpectedly by those explorations. (Sabel

1994, 247 8)

The picture of Wrms having to turn this ‘‘pragmatic trick’’ again and again to

sustain provisional stability in the persistently turbulent interorganizational Welds

in which they function raises strong, if surprising resonances with the position of

staV in a regulatory or social service agency for whom the traditional bases for

stability and security have lost their purchase. Like the managers and blue-collar

workers terriWed at continued competition, these policy practitioners may be

pushed to face up to the daunting prospect of moving from an old pattern of

organization to a new one.

For those willing to take the plunge, the details of cooperation in the new decen-

tralized production arrangements bear as much counsel as the broad outlines. The

self-governance of work groups and the ability to federate local units into broader

production arrangements in which they reinvent themselves through sustained

interaction suggest, as Sabel points out, a pragmatic strategy for problem solving,

interpretation, and learning that has potential for organizational renewal that

democrats would be wise try to understand in a period when the state is caught in

such disarray. Sabel Wnds in the new pragmatism employed by these Wrms a social

process that is not just about solving economic problems but one that has direct

implications for democratic renewal (see below).

3. Knowledge

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

The relationship of policy practice to knowledge has become more complex and

problematic since the time, not that long ago, when social scientists might mean-

ingfully ask whether social science could ‘‘lift all but the most fundamental moral
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issues out of ideological debate’’ (Rein 1976).2 Giving up on the belief that natural

and social scientiWc knowledge can help us make better policy decisions is as

unattractive to policy practitioners today as it was in the earlier days of policy

science. Yet science has become a more contested terrain and a less stable toehold

for the policy practitioner looking for footing amidst the chaotic Xux of everyday life.

At times the tables may even turn completely and policy practitioners may Wnd

themselves making the case to preserve some measure of regard for the facts. The

distinction between theory and practice that animates the ‘‘applied science’’ model

(in which theory developed in science guides and liberates practice) collapses in such

circumstances. The best way to preserve regard for facts now seems to be to moderate

the claim that knowledge can by itself guide policy making and liberate it from

struggles among competing claims. There are at least Wve ways in which these claims

must be moderated; each entails practical considerations for policy practitioners.

First, the activities of scientists are themselves conceived of in the model of practice

(Latour and Woolgar 1986; Latour 1987). Second, the ‘‘application’’ of knowledge in

policy must face the fact that scientiWc knowledge is contested. The stability and

credibility that may once have been available by insulating knowledge development

from practice have been problematized by practical challenges and by work in the

sociology of science. Not only does the social penetrate the practice of the scientist

(Latour 1987), it is instrumental in the way in which scientiWc progress functions.

Even the ‘‘crucial experiment’’ was staged (Shapin and SchaVer 1985). Third, the

neutrality of knowledge in policy design and practice has become problematic in

light of scholarship that has highlighted the diVerences between academic and

policy-oriented, ‘‘regulatory’’ research (JasanoV 1990a,b). The latter is organized

and carried out under diVerent circumstances from the former, has to answer a

diVerent set of questions, and operates in a diVerent timeframe. Fourth, scholars

have observed that analytical scientiWc techniques often fail to capture the problems

that people experience and thus provide ‘‘bad’’ input for policy (Fischer 2000).

Finally, the domain of knowledge is not conWned to the one demarcated by scientists,

but is fundamentally open and relational. The experience of AIDS activists is one of

many cases that illustrate the inXuence that non-scientists can have by contesting the

organization of research and the interpretation of Wndings in policy commitments

(Epstein 1996). In another, citizens developed the capacities to analyze health prob-

lems they were facing and their ‘‘popular epidemiology’’ soon started to produce

scientiWcally valuable outcomes.

In this context, it has become customary to conceive of the relationship between

science and policy in terms of ‘‘negotiated knowledge’’ (Nowotny, Scott, and Gibbons

2001). Knowledge is seen as the product of interaction among researchers and

between researchers and non-researchers. Shackley and Wynne, for instance, describe

how advisory scientists working on the issue of what is colloquially called the

‘‘greenhouse eVect’’ have to negotiate their work and credibility both in the circles

of their own scientiWc communities as well as in the world of policy makers (Shackley

2 Incidently, Rein is summarizing these ambitions which he goes on to critique.
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and Wynne 1996). Nowotny, Scott, and Gibbons argue that this scholarship in science

studies demands that scientiWc authority Wnd a diVerent footing. It must be localized

and contextualized, rather than universalized. It is precisely when knowledge is

linked to the particular circumstances of a particular case that it can uphold its

claims (Nowotny, Scott, and Gibbons 2001).

The insights of science studies link knowledge to the practices in which it is

produced. Latour’s Science in Action can be read as an argument against cognitive

explanations and in favor of a form of practice-based reasoning (Latour 1987). He

describes how new ideas about the natural and social order are not cognitive or

discursive productions but are co-produced by the very techniques and practices that

made them conceivable. ScientiWc knowledge, then, no longer provides a way to

‘‘stop’’ a debate by invoking the external authority of scientists, but comes to be seen

as the product of an interaction in which (a variety of) scientiWc inputs help guide

policy deliberation.

As knowledge and policy become more intertwined, conducting policy work in

the old institutional set-up becomes counter-productive. Both environmental im-

pact assessment and regulatory standard setting in the USA have long histories in

which ‘‘advocacy science’’ has escalated in the context of legal forums, producing

ever thicker analyses that diminished in value as they grew in volume. Similarly, it

is easy to see how as seemingly straightforward a technique as cost–beneWt analysis

can contribute to the reproduction of one way of conceiving of value (Porter 1995)

that features some aspects but at the cost of others. Here the very settings inXuence

the knowledge that can be meaningfully produced; or to put it diVerently,

practice guides knowing. Policy practitioners have responded by designing

institutional settings in which knowledge can be negotiated directly in the context

of a case.

Policy makers also confront the heterogeneity of science in conventional settings.

The disciplinary organization of science, criticized by Lasswell in the early postwar

years (Lasswell 1951), frustrates practitioners who start from a concern with problems

that raise recurring concerns about how to ‘‘integrate’’ the relevant knowledge of, say,

hydro-geologists, soil scientists, and ecologists, as well as economists and sociolo-

gists. Concerns about knowledge integration have even begun to be reXected in

patterns of organization within universities where programs and centers organized

around functional problems like migration, labor, sustainability, or transportation

anticipate the demands of policy makers by bringing together researchers from

diVerent disciplinary backgrounds and, in the best cases, addressing the problems

of knowledge integration this creates.

When it comes to policy problems, scientiWc work is nearly always heterogeneous.

Consequently, the complexity of delivering useful knowledge requires cooperation. If

we want to give the idea of science-for-policy a new lease for life one needs to be able

to think how meaningfully coordinated communication is possible. Transdiscipli-

narity was an eVort to tie integration across disciplinary boundaries (Weinberg 1972),

but there is an extra value in case-based, problem-driven conversations ‘‘between

science and society’’ (Scholz and Tietje 2002). Recently, the science studies literature
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